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Abstract

Reinforcement learning (RL) can be impractical for
many high dimensional problems because of the com-
putational cost of doing stochastic search in large state
spaces. We propose a new RL method, Boundary Lo-
calized Reinforcement Learning (BLRL), which maps
RL into a mode switching problem where an agent de-
terministically chooses an action based on its state, and
limits stochastic search to small areas around mode
boundaries, drastically reducing computational cost.
BLRL starts with an initial set of parameterized bound-
aries that partition the state space into distinct control
modes. Reinforcement reward is used to update the
boundary parameters using the policy gradient formu-
lation of Sutton et al. (2000). We demonstrate that
stochastic search can be limited to regions near mode
boundaries, thus greatly reducing search, while still
guaranteeing convergence to a locally optimal deter-
ministic mode switching policy. Further, we give con-
ditions under which the policy gradient can be arbitrar-
ily well approximated without the use of any stochastic
search. These theoretical results are supported experi-
mentally via simulation.

Introduction
A cornerstone of all Reinforcement Learning (RL) is the
concept that an agent uses a trial and error strategy to explore
its environment and thus learns to maximize its reward. This
trial and error process is usually implemented via stochastic
search, which is governed by a probability distribution of
actions taken during exploration. Such a stochastic search
strategy has proven effective in many RL applications with
low dimensional state spaces (Kaelbling, Littman, & Moore
1996).

The difficulty inherent in applying a stochastic search
strategy (or any search strategy) to higher dimensional prob-
lems is that, in general, the search space grows exponen-
tially with the number of state variables. As a consequence,
the computational cost of reinforcement learning quickly
becomes impractical as the dimension of the problem in-
creases. The use of function approximation techniques to
learn generalizations across large state spaces, and then the
use of these generalizations to direct the search process, has
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been suggested as one possible solution to this curse of di-
mensionality problem in RL. However, even when function
approximation techniques successfully generalize, the di-
mension of the search remains unchanged, and its compu-
tational cost can still be impractical.

We propose to reduce the computational cost of search in
high dimensional spaces by searching only limited regions
of the state space. The size of the search region bounds the
computational cost of RL. Intuitively, the smaller the search
region, the lower the computational cost of learning, making
it possible to apply RL to very high dimensional problems.

To limit the search, we consider the class of determinis-
tic mode switching controllers, where the action executed by
an agent is deterministically defined by its location in state
space. (See Figure 1.) Mode switching controllers are com-
monly used in many control applications in order to allow
relatively simple controllers to be used in different operat-
ing regimes, such as aircraft climbing steeply vs. cruising
at constant elevation (Lainiotis 1976). Mode switching has
additional benefit for RL in applications such as robotics,
where random actions may result in unsafe outcomes, and
therefore actions must be deterministically chosen based on
prior knowledge of which actions are both safe and benefi-
cial.

Representing the agent’s policy as a deterministic mode
switching controller allows us to create a new type of re-
inforcement learning, Boundary Localized Reinforcement
Learning (BLRL), in which the trial and error is limited
to regions near mode boundaries. As BLRL is concerned
solely with updating the boundary locations between modes,
we parameterize these boundaries directly and perform RL
on this parameterization using the Policy Gradient formula-
tion of (Suttonet al. 2000). In effect, the learning shifts the
mode boundaries to increase reward.

This paper presents three new theoretical results. The first
result states that any stochastic policy (i.e. stochastic control
strategy) can be transformed into a mode switching policy,
which localizes search to near mode boundaries. The practi-
cal consequence of this result is that an RL problem can be
converted to a BLRL problem, thus taking advantage of the
convergence properties of BLRL in high dimensional state
spaces. The second theoretical result states that convergence
to a locally optimal mode switching policy is still obtained
when stochastic search is limited to near mode boundaries.
This means that most of the agent’s state space can be ig-
nored, while still guaranteeing convergence to a locally op-
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Figure 1: A Mode Switching Controller consists of a finite
number of modesm1;m2; ::: or actions, which are deter-
ministically applied in specific regions of the workspace.
The state space is therefore divided into regions specified
by Mode Boundaries.

timal solution. The final theoretical result gives a bound on
the error in the policy gradient formulation if an agent uses
a deterministic search strategy instead of a stochastic one.
Surprisingly, convergence to approximately locally optimal
deterministic policies does not require the execution of more
than one type of action in each region of the state space as-
sociated with a single mode. This contrasts with typical RL
search where different actions are executed in the same state
in order to calculate a gradient in the direction of maximal
reward. Avoiding executing multiple modes in each region
allows us to limit the use of potentially dangerous or ex-
pensive random actions because we search only by making
small adjustments in boundary locations. These theoretical
results are supported experimentally via simulation.

RL Problem Formulation
Reinforcement Learning as a MDP
The typical formulation of RL is as a Markov Decision Pro-
cess (MDP) (Kaelbling, Littman, & Moore 1996). The agent
has a set of statesS (usually discrete), a set of actionsA, a
reward functionR : S � A ! <, and a transition function
T : S � A ! �(S) where� (S) is a probability distribu-
tion of actions over the statesS. The transition function is
written asT (s; a; s0) and defines the probability of making a
transition from states to states0 using actiona. The goal of
reinforcement learning is to find a policy� (i.e. a probabil-
ity distribution of actions over states), such that the reward
obtained is optimized. Optimal policies are typically learned
by learning the value of taking a given action in a given state,
and then choosing the action which gives the maximum ex-
pected reward. The process of finding this optimal policy
is formulated as a stochastic search typically dictated by the
current policy�.

The basic premise of this standard approach to RL is that
a good estimate of the value function can be obtained ev-
erywhere in state space. In small state spaces this premise

is typically true, however, obtaining such estimates in larger
state spaces can require extreme amounts of search.

Policy Gradient RL
The policy gradient formulation of RL which we use dif-
fers from the typical RL formulation in that policies are de-
fined by some parameterization vector� and there is a per-
formance metric� that is a function of the policy, and can
therefore also be parameterized by�. Policy Gradient RL is
then formulated as a gradient based update of the parameters
as follows:

�t+1 = �t + �
@�

@�
(1)

where@�=@� is theperformance gradientand� is a positive
step size. This formulation relies on the assumption that if
the estimate of@�=@� is accurate and� is small, then the
updated policy parameters� will give better performance,
and the policy will eventually converge to a local optimum.

The policy gradient formulation dates back to Williams’
(1987, 1992) REINFORCE algorithm which is known to
give an unbiased estimate of the performance gradient
@�=@�. However, REINFORCE suffers from slow conver-
gence resulting from the fact that it requires a good estimate
of the actual value of each state (termed the baseline reward
parameter) to get a low variance estimate of@�=@�. This
baseline reward parameter is difficult to calculate in practice
and therefore REINFORCE has not been widely applied on
RL problems.

Recently a number of policy gradient algorithms have
been proposed which use function approximation estimates
of the state-action value function to give low variance esti-
mates of the performance gradient@�=@�, and thereby im-
prove rate of convergence (Baird & Moore 1999; Suttonet
al. 2000; Konda & Tsitsiklis 2000; Baxter & Bartlett 1999).
However, there is experimental evidence that direct butse-
lectivesampling of the value of executing actions in states
can give low variance estimates of@�=@� without using
function approximation (Grudic & Ungar 2000).

In this paper we use theAction Transition Policy Gra-
dient (ATPG) algorithm formulation presented in (Grudic
& Ungar 2000). The ATPG algorithm selectively samples
the state-action value function whenever the agent changes
actions, and uses only these samples to obtain estimates of
@�=@�. The performance gradient estimate is based on the
relative difference between the values of two different ac-
tions which are executed within one time step of each other.
This utilization of relative reward gives a low variance esti-
mate of@�=@�, and allows ATPG to typically converge in
many orders of magnitude fewer iterations than other policy
gradient algorithms on a variety of RL problems (Grudic &
Ungar 2000).

Boundary Localized Policy Gradients (BLPG)
Policy Gradient Formulation
Our formulation of BLRL is based onPolicy Gradient The-
oremof (Suttonet al. 2000), which we briefly review be-
low. For each time stept 2 f0; 1; :::g there is an asso-
ciated statest 2 S, actionat 2 A, and rewardrt 2 <.
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Figure 2: The�-transformation.

Using the usual MDP formulation, the dynamics of the en-
vironment are characterized by state transition probabilities
P a
ss0 = Pr fst+1 = s0 jst = s; at = ag, and expected re-

wardsRa
s = E frt+1 jst = s; at = ag, 8s; s0 2 S; a 2 A.

The agent is assumed to follow a probabilistic policy charac-
terized by� (s; a; �) = Pr fat = a jst = s; �g, 8s 2 S; a 2
A and � 2 <l is a l dimensional policy parameterization
vector. The additional assumption made on the policy is that
@�/@� exists.

The Policy Gradient Theorem allows for both the aver-
age reward and discounted reward formulations for a per-
formance metric. For brevity, we only state the discounted
reward formulation here. The discount reward performance
metric for an agent that starts at states0 is given by:

� (�) = E

(
1X
t=1

trt

����� s0; �
)

(2)

where 2 [0; 1] is a discount reward factor. Astate-action
value functionis defined as:

Q� (s; a) = E

(
1X
k=1

k�1rt+k

����� st = s; at = a; �

)
(3)

Finally, a discounted weighting of states encountered start-
ing at states0 and then following� is defined byd� =P
1

t=0 
tPr (st = s js0; � ).

Given the above definitions, thePolicy Gradient Theorem
states that the exact expression for the policy gradient is:

@�

@�
=
X
s

d� (s)
X
a

@�(s; a; �)

@�
Q�(s; a) (4)

Boundary Localization: The �-Transform
The Policy Gradient Theorem assumes that policies are char-
acterized by probability distributions: i.e.� (s; a; �) =
Pr fat = a jst = s; �g. In this section we demonstrate that
any policies thus formulated can be transformed into ap-
proximately deterministic policies, while still preserving
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Figure 3: The magnitude of the policy gradient goes to zero
everywhere except mode boundaries as� !1.

the policy gradient convergence results. Consider a pol-
icy that consists of only two possible actions:�(s; a1; �)
and�(s; a2; �). These policies can be mapped to boundary-
localized stochastic policies, denoted by�d(s; a1; �) and
�d(s; a2; �) respectively, using the following transforma-
tions:

�d (s; a1; �) =
1

2
[1 + tanh (� (� (s; a1; �)� � (s; a2; �)))]

(5)
and

�d (s; a2; �) =
1

2
[1 + tanh (� (� (s; a2; �)� � (s; a1; �)))]

(6)
where � ! 1. We refer to these transformations as
�-transformations. Figure 2 shows the effect of� on
the probability distribution of the actiona1 (i.e. �a1c �
�d (s; a1; �)). We can see that as� ! 1 the prob-
ability of executing a1 in regions of the state space
where (� (s; a1; �)� � (s; a2; �)) < 0 becomes arbitrar-
ily small. Similarly, in regions of the state space where
(� (s; a1; �)� � (s; a2; �)) > 0 the probability of execut-
ing actiona1 is arbitrarily close to 1 as� ! 1. Therefore
the�-transformation transforms a policy�(s; a1; �) which is
stochastic everywhere in state space, to a policy�d(s; a1; �)
which is stochastic only near the boundaries defined by
(� (s; a1; �)� � (s; a2; �)) = 0. We refer to these regions
in state space asmode boundaryregions.

Boundary Localized Policy Gradient
The �-transformation makes the policy gradient become
close to zero everywhere except at mode boundaries. To see
this, differentiate the BL policy�d(s; a1; �) with respect to
the parameters� as follows:

@�
a1

d

@�
= �

2

�
sech2 (� (�a1 � �a2))

� �
@�a1

@�
� @�a2

@�

�
�
= � (�; (�a1 � �a2))

�
@�a1

@�
� @�a2

@�

�
(7)



where, by definition,�a1 � � (s; a1; �), �a2 � � (s; a2; �),
�a1d � �d (s; a1; �) and�a2d � �d (s; a2; �). Equation (7) in-
dicates that the performance gradient has the following pro-
portionality property:����@�@�

���� / � (�; (�a1 � �a2)) (8)

This proportionality is plotted in Figure 3, where we see that
as� ! 1, the policy gradient approaches zero everywhere
except near mode boundaries. This means that only regions
in state space near mode boundaries need be stochastically
searched when BL policies are used. The result is that BL
policies have a significantly reduced search space than stan-
dard stochastic polices, making them computationally more
viable for high dimensional RL problems.

The argument presented above for a policy of two actions
can be extended to any finite number of actions. Therefore
the �-transformation is valid for any finite set of policies,
and one can transform any stochastic policy to a BL pol-
icy. Below we state theBoundary Localized Policy Gradient
Theorem, which is a direct extension of the Policy Gradient
theorem.

Theorem: Boundary Localized Policy Gradient For
any MDP, in either the average or discounted start-state for-
mulations,

@�

@�
=
X
s

d� (s)
X
a

@�d(s; a; �)

@�
Q�(s; a) (9)

Proof Sketch: If @�/@� exists then because the�-
transformation is continuously differentiable, so does
@�d/@�. The rest of the proof follows that of (Suttonet
al. 2000).

The significance of the BLPG theorem is that locally opti-
mal BL polices can be learned using policy gradients. There-
fore, even though search is localized to a very small region
of the state space, a policy gradient algorithm (9) will still
converge to a locally optimum policy.

Policy Gradients for Deterministic Policies
One of the problems with applying stochastic search-based
RL to such applications as robotics is that random actions
executed by a robot may result in unsafe or expensive out-
comes. For example, if a robot is navigating a hallway
and randomly decides to explore the result of the actiongo
towards a human “obstacle”rather than try to avoid“it” ,
the result may be an injured human. Therefore, in this
section we formulate an error bound on the policy gradi-
ent if the agent does not employ a stochastic search pol-
icy. Once again, consider a stochastic policy of two actions:
�(s; a1; �) and�(s; a2; �). If an agent executes actiona1
that moves it a distance� in state space, and thereafter ex-
ecutes actiona2, then the exact policy gradient is given by
(4) and can be written as:

@�
@�

= d� (s)
h
@�(s;a1;�)

@�
Q� (s; a1)+

@�(s;a2;�)
@�

Q� (s; a2)
i
+

d� (s+ �)
h
@�(s+�;a1;�)

@�
Q� (s+ �; a1)+

@�(s+�;a2;�)
@�

Q� (s+ �; a2)
i (10)

Note that the exact expression for the policy gradient re-
quires knowledge of the state-action value function for both
actions at both locations in state space: i.e.Q�(s; a1),
Q�(s; a2), Q�(s + �; a1), andQ�(s + �; a2) must all be
known. If an agent is executing a deterministic policy, then
under the current policy�, actiona2 has never been exe-
cuted in states, and actiona1 has never been executed in
states+ �; this means thatQ�(s; a2) andQ�(s+ �; a1) are
not known. Furthermore, if the agent is performing episodic
learning and it is obtaining an estimate of the state-action
value-function after each episode, then it also will not have
estimates ofQ�(s; a2) andQ�(s+�; a1). However, for both
the episodic stochastic and deterministic cases, the agent
does have estimates ofQ�(s; a1) andQ�(s + �; a2); i.e.
becausea1 is executed ins and a2 is executed ins + �.
Therefore, we propose the following approximation to the
policy gradient approximation, which we term theBound-
ary Localized Policy Gradient(BLPG) Approximation:c@�

@�
= d� (s)

h
@�(s;a1;�)

@�
Q� (s; a1)+

@�(s;a2;�)
@�

Q� (s+ �; a2)
i
+

d� (s+ �)
h
@�(s+�;a1;�)

@�
Q� (s; a1)+

@�(s+�;a2;�)
@�

Q� (s+ �; a2)
i (11)

This approximation works ifQ�(�) is continuous. Formally,
it must satisfy the Lipschitz smoothness condition:

8s 2 S; S � <N ; a 2 A; � 2 <N

9k > 0; k 2 < s:t:
jQ�(s; a)�Q�(s+ �; a)j � k k�k

(12)

Note that this smoothness condition is satisfied in both the
average and discounted reward formalization of RL. Given
this formulation, we state the following lemma.

Lemma: BLPG Approximation Assume thatQ�(s; a)
is Lipschitz smooth (12), and that the policy�(s; a; �) has
two actions (a1 anda2) and is differentiable with respect to
�. Assume also that the agent takes a step of size� that takes
it from a region where actiona1 is performed to a region
where actiona2 is performed. Then if the policy gradient
is approximated by (11), the error in the approximation is
bounded by:����@�@� �c@�

@�

���� � k k�k
����d� (s) @�(s;a2;�)

@�

���+���d� (s+ �) @�(s+�;a1;�)
@�

���� (13)

Proof: Subtracting (11) from (10) and taking the absolute
value:����@�@� �c@�

@�

���� = jd� (s) @�(s;a2;�)
@�

[Q (s; a2)�

Q (s+ �; a2)] +

d� (s+ �) @�(s+�;a1;�)
@�

[Q (s+ �; a1)�
Q (s; a1)]j

� k k�k
����d� (s) @�(s;a2;�)

@�

���+���d� (s+ �) @�(s+�;a1;�)
@�

����
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Figure 4: Example of a simulated agent executing episodes in an environment. The agent begins at locations near the top,
bottom, and/or left extremes of the environment and goes towards goal positions (small shaded circles) located at the right
extreme or near the center. Dashed lines symbolize the agent’s path and the obstacles are the larger gray areas. The agent can
execute one of two possible actions: if it is executing a deterministic policy and if it is inside one of the regions delineated by a
black ellipsoid, it moves away from the ellipsoid’s center; otherwise it moves towards a goal position. If the agent is following
a stochastic policy, then the ellipsoids indicate regions in state space where the “move away from” action is more probable.

Lemma I states that the BLPG approximation error ap-
proaches zero as the step size the agent takes approaches
zero (i.e. ask�k ! 0).

Simulation Results
We have simulated an agent interacting with its environment
using one of two possible actions: the first is“move towards
a goal position”and the second is“move away from”a loca-
tion in state space. This second action is for obstacle avoid-
ance. If an agent reaches a goal position it gets a reward of
+1, if it hits an obstacle it gets a negative reward of -1, and
if it is unable to reach its goal within a maximum allotted
time, it receives a negative reward of -10.

The agent’s state space iscontinuouslydefined as its
Cartesian position, and the policies are parameterized by
Gaussians. There are two parameters per dimension per
Gaussian - one for position and one for width (i.e. variance).
Thus each Guassian adds two parameters per dimension to
the policy parameters� in (4). Typical simulated environ-
ments are described in Figure 4. The agent’s sensing of po-
sition in state space is noisy and is modeled by white noise,
which is made proportional to 10% of how far an agent is
able to move in one time step. TheAction Transition Policy
GradientATPG algorithm (Grudic & Ungar 2000) is used to
learn locally optimal policy parameters�. The ATPG algo-
rithm assumes that the agent interacts with the environment
in a series of episodes and the policy parameters� are up-
dated after each episode. Convergence is therefore measured
in number of episodes.

2-D Simulation: Figures 4a and b show a 2-D scenario
which has ten possible starting positions, two goal positions,
five obstacles, and six Gaussians for defining policies (five
for “move away form” which are shown as ellipsoids, and
one for “move towards goal”, which is most probable ev-
erywhere except inside the ellipsoids). Therefore there are a
total of 24 policy parameters�.

Figure 4a shows the initial policy and the resulting paths
through the environment. Note that four paths end before a

Stochastic Stochastic Deterministic
RL BLRL BLRL

Episodes to 6900 600 260
converge (sd 400) (sd 90) (sd 40)

Table 1: 2-D Convergence results with standard deviations.

goal is reached and eight paths have collisions with obsta-
cles. Figure 4b shows the paths after the policy parameters
have converged to stable values. Note that the location and
extent of the Gaussians has converged such that none of the
paths now collide with obstacles, and the total distance trav-
eled through state space is shorter.

Table 1 shows the average number of episodes (over ten
runs) required for convergence for the three types of polices
studied: stochastic, boundary localized stochastic (� = 16),
and deterministic. Note that the purely stochastic polices
take the greatest number of episodes to converge, while the
deterministic policies take the fewest.

N-D Simulation: We simulated 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128
dimensional environments, with the number of parameters
� ranging from 14 to 512 (i.e. 2 parameters per Gaussian
per dimension). The projection of these into the XY plane
is shown in Figure 4c and d. Figure 4c shows the starting
policies, while Figure 4d shows policies after convergence.
In Figure 5, we summarize the convergence results (over
ten runs with standard deviation bars) for the three types of
policies studied: stochastic, boundary localized stochastic
(� = 16), and deterministic. Note that for both the deter-
ministic and boundary localized policies, convergence is es-
sentially constant with dimension. However, for the stochas-
tic policy, the convergence times explode with dimension.
We only report convergence results up to 16 dimensions for
stochastic policies - convergence on higher dimensions was
still not achieved after 20,000 iterations at which time the
simulation was stopped.
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Figure 5: N-D convergence results over ten runs with stan-
dard deviation bars.

Discussion and Conclusion

Reinforcement learning (RL) suffers from the combinatorics
of search in large state spaces. In this paper we have shown
that the stochastic search region in RL can be reduced to
mode boundaries by dividing the control policy into a set
of state dependent modes. Such controllers are common
in complicated control systems, two well-known examples
being gain switching controllers (Narendra, Balakrishnan,
& Ciliz 1995) and heterogeneous controllers (Kuipers &
Åström 1994). The proposedBoundary Localized Rein-
forcement Learning(BLRL) method directly parameterizes
the mode boundaries and then uses policy gradients to move
the boundaries to give locally optimal policies. Further, we
have proven that search can be made deterministic by assum-
ing that the state-action value function is continuous across
mode boundaries, a condition that is satisfied in both the
average and discounted reward formalization of RL in con-
tinuous state spaces.

The policy gradient formulation guarantees that the poli-
cies learned are locally, but not necessarily globally, opti-
mal. However, our proposed localization of search means
that RL can be applied to high dimensional problems for
which global solutions are intractable. Experimental results
show that restricting search to boundary regions gives many
orders of magnitude reduction in the number of episodes re-
quired for convergence. In addition, deterministic policies
require slightly fewer episodes to converge than the bound-
ary localized stochastic policies.

The BLRL method is ideally suited for continuous high
dimensional RL problems where the agent executes many
actions, and each action moves the agent a small distance
in state space. One such problem domain is robotics, where
actions are executed many times a second (often at 200 Hz
or more) and each action moves the robot a small distance
through its workspace. In addition, robot controllers can nat-
urally be partitioned into modes, and prior knowledge can
be used to define initial boundary parameterizations. Fur-
ther, domain knowledge can be used to identify which mode

transitions are dangerous, and boundaries can be explicitly
defined to prohibit such transitions. We are currently apply-
ing BLRL to the problem of learning locally optimal policies
via reinforcement reward for multiple autonomous robots as
they interact with each other and the environment.
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